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ABSTRACT 
Clustering is an important concept of data mining and it follows the concept of unsupervised learning. The process of clustering 

can be defined as an automated learning methodology, which aims at grouping relevant entities into a single cluster or a subset. 

The entities present within a cluster are similar to the other entities of the same cluster, and on the other hand, an entity present in 

a cluster is dissimilar to the entity of another cluster. In this survey work, the analysis of Partitional, Hierarchical, Fuzzy, Link 

based and Probabilistic Clustering with four different datasets are carried out. The performance metrics which we considered are 

time taken, true positive, false positive, true negative, false negative, sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. It is concluded that 

probabilistic clustering serves better when compared to the other four clustering approaches for the considered data sets. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Automated document clustering plays an very important role in data mining process. The main goal of 
document clustering approach is to reduce the distance of the documents from one cluster to the other and the 
distance of the documents within the cluster is increased. 

The standard definition of clustering is given below “Given a number of objects or individuals, each of 
which is illustrated by a set of numerical measures, devise a classification scheme for grouping the objects into a 
number of classes such that objects within classes are similar in some respect and unlike those from other 
classes. The number of classes and the characteristics of each class are to be determined [1]”. 

Some of the challenges involved in document clustering are the selection of opt features for clustering the 
document, selection of appropriate similarity measure between documents, selection of an effective clustering 
methodology, implementation of the selected clustering algorithm in effective means and finally, the so 
completed clustering method has to be checked for quality. 

Every clustering methodology involves four different steps which of them are data collection, data pre-
processing, document clustering and post processing. The first step namely data collection deals with the 
collection of documents, which are needed to be clustered. This is accomplished by several processes such as 
crawling, indexing, filtering and so on. All the collected documents are indexed for storage, so as to make the 
process of retrieval simpler. Then, the unwanted data are removed by the usage of filters. 

In the next step data pre-processing deals with the conversion of the data collected to a suitable form for 
further processing (clustering). Some of the ways to represent the documents are vector and graphical model. In 
the third step, document clustering, aims at grouping the similar documents under a single cluster. In the final 
step, post-processing takes into account of the applications with which this document clustering is used [2]. 
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There are several approaches to accomplish document clustering. Every approach is unique by the way on 
the choice of attributes, the similarity measure and the representation of a cluster. By considering the utilization 
of different attributes in a document, which are used by the clustering algorithm, categorization is done and they 
are text based clustering approaches, link based clustering approaches and the hybrid clustering approaches. 

Text based clustering depends on the content of the given document. Link based clustering depends on the 
link structure of the pages in a collection and hybrids take both content and links of the document into account. 
Mostly, the text based clustering algorithms are meant for static collection of documents stored in a database. 
Descriptive texts are presented in the following sections. 

 
2. Review Of Literature: 

An algorithm for peer to peer clustering is presented in [15], to achieve high scalability. This utilizes the 
probabilistic approach so as to assign the documents to the clusters. This allows a peer to compare every 
document with the selected clusters without the loss of quality in clustering.  

In [16], a hierarchically distributed peer to peer clustering algorithm is proposed. The architecture of this 
algorithm relies on a multilayer overlay network of peer neighbourhoods. The representative of these 
neighbourhoods is called super nodes and these nodes are grouped recursively, in order to create higher level 
neighbourhoods. By utilizing this model, the clustering problem can be partitioned across neighbourhoods in a 
modular fashion. Then, each part is individually solved by a distributed k-means variant and this is followed by 
combining the clusters up the hierarchy. A distributed key phrase extraction algorithm is used to interpret the 
clusters. 

A novel ontology based text mining approach is presented in [17], for clustering research proposals on the 
basis of research area similarities. This method is effective for research proposal clustering in both English and 
Chinese texts. The characteristic features of applicants for balancing proposals by geographical regions are also 
considered by an included optimization model. 

The application of document clustering algorithms in forensic analysis of computers seized in police 
investigations is presented in [18]. In [19], the prototype of a cluster is represented by combining the mean and 
fuzzy centroid. Then, the dissimilarity between the data objects and the cluster prototypes are evaluated by 
considering the co-occurrence of the values. This measure considers the importance of different attributes 
towards the process of clustering as well.  

Clustering algorithms are being surveyed which are available in the literature for different domains ranging 
from machine learning, semantic ontology and pattern recognition which are given in [20-39]. 

 
3. Text Based Clustering: 

The phase of text document clustering process is depicted in the below figure. It contains four phases. They 
are Data Collection, Preprocessing, Document Clustering and Post Processing.  

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: Phases of Document Clustering 
 
The first phase of the document clustering process is the Collection of Data. This phase includes the 

processes like crawling, indexing, filtering etc. This phase are used to collect the documents that want to be 
clustered, index them to store and retrieve in a best way, and filter  them to eliminate the extra data, for example, 

Data Collection 

Preprocessing 
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stop words. After completing the first phase the next phase is to Preprocessing  the text document. It takes a 
plain text document as an input and produces the set of tokens as the output.  

The preprocessing contains four steps such as tokenization, stemming, stop word removal and pruning. 
Tokenization is the process which is used to split the sentences into separates tokens and typical words. 
Stemming is the process of reducing words into their base form and stem. Stop word removal  method removes 
the stop words such as not nouns, verbs, or adjectives from the given input document. Pruning process is used to  
removes words that appear with very low frequency throughout the corpus. After preprocessing phase the next 
step is to apply document clustering. The steps in the proprocess is depicted in the below figure. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2: Process of Preprocessing 
 
The algorithms of this type characterize every document by taking the content of the document into 

account. The term ‘content’ makes sense of the word or a phrase present in the document. If any two documents 
have got several similar words, then those documents are considered to be similar. The text based technique 
with respect to clustering is divided into partitional clustering, hierarchical clustering, fuzzy clustering and 
probabilistic clustering.  

After applying the document clustering phase the final phase is Post processing. In this process the 
clustered document is used for the given user's requirement. 

 
3.1 Partitional Clustering: 

Partitional clustering performs a flat partition of a document collection into a specified number of disjoint 
clusters. These partitional clustering algorithms are further divided into iterative and the single pass methods. 
The iterative methods are more common and the single pass methods are mostly the starting point for the 
clustering operation. 

A feature vector matrix is used by the partitional clustering algorithm, in order to provide clusters by a 
criterion function optimization. The criterion functions can be the maximization of the sum of average pair wise 
cosine similarities between the documents assigned to a cluster or the minimization of the cosine similarity of 
each cluster centroid to the centroid of the whole collection. The selection of a criterion function is very 
important as it can reflect upon the clustering solution. 

An example of partitional clustering algorithm is k-means clustering algorithm. This algorithm assumes that 
the centroid of the cluster represents the entire cluster. This algorithm selects ‘k’ centroids of clusters. It is 
followed by the calculation of cosine distance between each document in the collection and the centroid is found 
out. Then, the document is assigned to a cluster with the nearest centroid. After the completion of all document 
assignment to clusters, new cluster centroids are calculated again and this procedure continues till it meets a 
specified criterion. 

The main advantages of these algorithms are their simplicity and their low computational complexity. The 
drawback associated with these algorithms is the dependency on several parameters such as the total number of 
clusters, selecting the initial centroid of a cluster and the processing order of the documents [3]. 
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3.2 Hierarchical Clustering: 
Hierarchical clustering algorithm builds tree of clusters and are named as dendrograms. Every node in a 

cluster contains child clusters [4]. This approach explores data in different levels of granularity. The hierarchical 
clustering methods are categorized into agglomerative and divisive methods [5, 6]. Agglomerative clustering 
starts with the clusters with single point and recursively merges two or more most relevant clusters. Divisive 
clustering starts with a cluster of all data points and recursively splits the most relevant cluster. This process 
continues till a stopping criterion is met.  

As far as document clustering is concerned, the agglomerative approach is employed and the standard 
algorithm is provided below. 

i)  Each document is assigned to a single cluster. 
ii) The similarities between all pairs of clusters are calculated and the results are stored in a similarity  

matrix, where ijth entry stores the similarity between ith and jth cluster. 
iii) The two most similar clusters are merged. 
iv) The similarity matrix is updated with the similarity between the new and the original clusters. 
v) The steps iii and iv are repeated until there is only one cluster left out or when a threshold is met. 
Some of the existing methods are given below. 
 

3.2.1 Single link: 
The similarity between a pair of clusters is calculated as the similarity between the two most similar 

documents, one of which is in each cluster. This method produces long and loosely bound clusters with little 
internal cohesion [3]. The computational complexity of these algorithms is very less. Some of the single link 
algorithms are van Rijsbergen’s algorithm [7], SLINK [8], Minimal spanning tree [9] and Voorhees’s algorithm 
[10]. 

 
3.2.2 Complete Link: 

The similarity between a pair of clusters is the similarity between the least similar documents, one of which 
is in each cluster. The clusters are small and tightly bound. Some of the algorithms of this type are CLINK 
algorithm [11]. 

 
3.2.3 Group Average: 

The clusters provided by this method are by the way in which, each document in a cluster has greater 
average similarity with the other documents in a cluster. This method is the centre point of the above mentioned 
two methods. 

 
3.2.4 Ward’s Method: 

This method results in spherical, tightly bound clusters and is less sensitive to outliers. War’s method can 
be implemented by using reciprocal-nearest (RNN) algorithm [12] and this algorithm was modified for 
document clustering by Handouchi and Willett [13]. 

 
3.2.5 Centroid or Median Methods: 

Each formed cluster is represented by the group centroid/median. The pair of clusters with the most similar 
mean centroid or median is merged. 

The agglomerative method of hierarchical clustering produce high quality clusters but the computational 
requirement of this method is very high. The process of merge cannot be rolled back to rectify the mistake. 

Only the single link method can serve a large set of documents but fails to provide the results with high 
quality. The group average method works slightly better than complete link and ward’s method. The group 
average method calculates the mean distance between the clusters [14]. 

 
3.3 Fuzzy Clustering: 

Fuzzy clustering allows the presence of a document in more than a cluster. The criterion function is 
optimized so as to find the best cluster. A membership function derives the presence of a document in more than 
a cluster. The membership function calculates a membership vector for each document, in which ith element 
describes the degree of membership in a document present in ith cluster [3]. 

Fuzzy c-means is one of the most widely used algorithm of this type. In this algorithm, each cluster is 
denoted by a cluster prototype and the document’s membership degree to each cluster depends on the distance 
between the document and every cluster prototype. The membership degree of the document in a cluster is 
greater, when the document is closer to the cluster prototype. 
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3.4 Link based Clustering: 
The web is a collection of several interrelated and interconnected documents. Also, the web pages contain 

metadata and that is very useful for clustering. The idea here is that when two documents are connected via a 
link, and then there must be a semantic relationship between those documents. This forms the base for 
partitioning the collection of data into clusters. 

Citation analysis assumes that if a document ‘A’ has cited two other documents, then the document ‘A’ 
must be related to the other two cited documents. There are two similarity measures based on citation analysis 
are co-citation and bibliographic coupling. For a given set of documents ‘a’ and ‘b’, the co-citation is the 
number of documents that co-cite ‘a’ and ‘b’. Bibliographic coupling is the number of documents that are cited 
by both ‘a’ and ‘b’. When these values are greater than the relationship between ‘a’ and ‘b’ is stronger. 

 
3.5 Probabilistic Clustering: 

Probabilistic clustering handles with the uncertainty well. The similarity between the data is calculated by 
using statistical models. In this, the membership of a document in a cluster is assigned by probability. Each 
document can be present in more than a cluster based on the probability of each cluster. The data are partitioned 
into clusters on the basis of a probability density function. The probability density function of a cluster gives the 
probability of observing a document with certain weight on its feature vector of that cluster. The outcome of the 
probabilistic algorithms will be the set of distribution function parameters and the probability of membership of 
each document to each cluster. 

Let a data set D �  Rn be partitioned into K clusters {Ck : k = 1, · · · , K}, and let Ck be the centre of the 

cluster  Ck , and let  qk  be the cluster size, which is known in some applications, and an unknown to be 
estimated in others. In what follows the cluster sizes, or their estimates, are assumed given wherever appearing 
in the right hand side of a formula. With each data point x � D and a cluster Ck , we associate: 

kK
k CUD 1==                                                              

• a distance dk  (x) := dk  (x, ck), also denoted dk  if x is understood,  
• a probability of membership in Ck, denoted pk  (x), or just pk. 
For each x ∈ D and cluster Ck, the probability pk  (x) satisfies 

=
k

kk

q

xdxp )()(
constant, say D(x), depending on x                                                          

Cluster membership is thus more probable the closer the data point is to the cluster center and the bigger is 
the cluster. 

 
4. Experimental Analysis: 

In this section, Partitional, Hierarchical, Probabilistic, Fuzzy and Link based clustering with four different 
datasets have been analysed. The four datasets namely Test data 1, 2, 3 and 4, which are the decomposition of 
famous dataset namely Text Categorization Collection Dataset, so as to increase the level of simplicity. The 
dataset is downloaded from [40]. The performance metrics such as time taken, true positive, false positive, true 
negative, false negative, sensitivity and specificity are considered and the corresponding graphs are presented 
below. 
 
4.1 True Positive: 

True Positive (TP) is the proportion of positive cases that were correctly clustered, as calculated using the 
equation (1) and is shown in Fig 2. 

 

100×=
documentsofnumberTotal

documentsclusteredCorrectlyofNumber
TP         (1) 

 
4.2 True Negatives: 

True Negative (TN) is the proportion of negative cases that were wrongly clustered, and can be calculated 
by using the equation (2) and is shown in Fig 3. 

 

100×=
documentsofnumberTotal

documentsclusteredwronglyofNumber
TN          (2) 
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4.3 False Positive (FP): 
False Positive (FP) is one of performance metric to analyse the performance of the clustering approaches 

which measures the proportion of negatives cases that were wrongly clustered as positive, as calculated using 
the equation and is shown in Fig 4.   

 

100×=
documentsofnumberTotal

clusteringwhiledocumentsclusteredcorrectlyofNumber
FP        (3) 

 
4.4 False Negative (FN): 

False Negative (FN) is one of performance metric to analyse the performance of the clustering approaches 
which measures the proportion of positives cases that were incorrectly clustered as negative, as calculated using 
the equation and is shown in Fig 5.        

100×=
documentsofnumberTotal

clusteringwhiledocumentsclusteredworrectlyofNumber
FN       (4) 

   
4.5 Sensitivity Value: 

Sensitivity is also called the true positive rate or the recall rate in clustering methods. It is used to measure 
the proportion of actual positives values which are correctly identified such as the percentage of sick people who 
are correctly identified as having the condition and the corresponding graph is presented in Fig 6.  

FNTP

TP
Sen +

=              (5) 

                                                        
4.6 Specificity Value: 

Specificity is used to measure the proportion of negatives values which are correctly identified such as the 
percentage of healthy people who are correctly identified as not having the condition, sometimes called the true 
negative rate and the corresponding graph is presented in Fig 7.  

FPTN

TN
Spf +

=                (6) 

      
4.7 Accuracy value: 

The accuracy of a clustering techniques is the degree of closeness of measurements of a quantity to that 
quantity's actual (true) value and the corresponding graph is presented in Fig 8.  

FNFPTNTP

FNTP
Accuracy

+++
+=             (7) 

 
From Figure 1, it is observed that the Partitional clustering works in minimal time. From Figure 2, it is 

evident that the average true positive rate for Probabilistic approach is the highest when compared to the other 
clustering methods. The true negative rate of Probabilistic clustering approach is the highest with 82.5, when 
compared to the other clustering approaches and is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows that Probabilistic 
clustering is the best with minimum average false positive rate of 11. The false negative rate of Probabilistic 
clustering is calculated as 17.5 and is the best when compared to all the algorithms and shown in Figure 5. The 
sensitivity and specificity of Probabilistic clustering are 88 and 81.5 respectively and is presented in Fig 6 and 
Fig 7. Figure 8 shows the accuracy range of clustering approaches. 
 
Table 1: Time Taken 

  Partitional Hierarchical Fuzzy Link Based Probabilistic 
Test Data 1 72 80 82 79 85 
Test Data 2 75 83 91 86 81 
Test Data 3 74 88 87 75 87 
Test Data 4 79 81 80 90 88 
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Fig. 1: Time consumption 
 

Table 2: True Positive Rate 
 Partitional Hierarchical Fuzzy Link Based Probabilistic 
Test Data 1 83 88 90 79 92 
Test Data 2 82 90 85 85 93 
Test Data 3 79 84 87 92 87 
Test Data 4 75 86 92 76 85 

 

 
Fig. 2: True positive rate 
 
Table 3: True Negative Rate 

 Partitional Hierarchical Fuzzy Link Based Probabilistic 
Test Data 1 78 74 82 80 84 
Test Data 2 80 84 81 87 85 
Test Data 3 79 84 77 80 82 
Test Data 4 83 84 86 82 79 
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Fig. 3: True negative rate 
 

Table 4: False Positive Rate 
 Partitional Hierarchical Fuzzy Link Based Probabilistic 
Test Data 1 16 13 10 21 9 
Test Data 2 18 10 15 15 7 
Test Data 3 22 16 13 8 13 
Test Data 4 25 14 8 23 15 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: False positive rate 
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Table 5: False Negative Rate 
 Partitional Hierarchical Fuzzy Link Based Probabilistic 
Test Data 1 22 26 18 20 16 
Test Data 2 20 16 19 13 15 
Test Data 3 21 16 23 20 18 
Test Data 4 17 16 14 18 21 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: False negative rate 
 

 
 

Fig. 6: Sensitivity measure 
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Fig. 7: Specificity measure 
 

 
 

Fig. 8: Accuracy analysis 
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Conclusion: 
In this paper the available methodologies for document clustering such as partitional, hierarchical, 

probabilistic, fuzzy and link based clustering with the dataset ‘Reuters-21578’ are reviewed. The dataset is 
decomposed into four sets, in order to increase the level of simplicity. The performance metrics such as time 
taken, true positive, false positive, true negative, false negative, sensitivity and specificity are considered. From 
the results of literature survey, it is concluded that probabilistic clustering works well than the other four 
clustering approaches. 
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